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By an incomplete block design we will mean an arrangement of v

different varieties of objects in b distinct blocks or sets such that a

block does not contain all the varieties and a variety appears at most

once in a block. An incomplete block design which satisfies two extra

conditions, viz. (i) every pair of varieties occurs together in X^O of

the blocks and (ii) each block contains the same number of objects,

say k, is called a balanced incomplete block (b.i.b. for conciseness)

design. A b.i.b. design with b = v is sometimes called a v — k—~K con-

figuration.

It is known [l] and can be seen below that in a b.i.b. design every

variety occurs the same number, say r, of times. Clearly then bk = vr,

\(v — 1) =r(k — 1). For a b.i.b. design Fisher's inequality b=v must

also hold [l].

An incomplete block design satisfying condition (i) is not neces-

sarily a b.i.b. design. Ryser [3] has proved (in an essentially equiva-

lent form) that if in a symmetrical incomplete block design (that is to

say, one in which b = v) every variety appears a constant number of

times, say r, also condition (i) holds, then \(v — 1) =r(k — 1) and (ii)

holds and it is a symmetrical b.i.b. design. We give here conditions

under which any incomplete block design becomes a b.i.b. design.

An extension of Ryser's result in another direction has been given

in [2].

Theorem 1. If in an incomplete block design with v varieties and b

blocks, every pair of varieties occurs together ¿«X^O of the blocks, more-

over

(1) t(l - b) = \(v - l)vb

where t denotes the total number of objects in the whole design, then it is

a b.i.b. design.

Proof. Let the ith block contain x¿ objects, ¿=1,2, • • • , b. Then

Zx< = ¿- Considering pairs of varieties we get Zx»'(x»— 1) = X(o —1)».

Thus Zxi = * + M" — l)v- By Cauchy's inequality we have

t2ú(t+\(v-l)v)b. Now (1) makes t2= (t+\(v-\)v)b. Thus the in-

equality reduces to an equality and this can happen if and only if all

the Xi's are equal, to k say. Hence each of the blocks contains k
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objects. So the incomplete block design is a b.i.b. design.

If the ith variety occurs r< times in a b.i.b. design, then, as it has

to appear together with each of the other varieties in \ of the blocks,

we have ¿r, = r,+X(ü — 1) so that r<=X(î> — l)/(k — 1). Therefore all

the varieties appear with the same frequency.

In general, an incomplete block design in which all the varieties

occur with the same frequency and which satisfies condition (i) of

the first paragraph fails to be a b.i.b. design. Further conditions are

necessary to make it a b.i.b. design. The following theorem gives one

set of such conditions.

Theorem 2. If in an incomplete block design with v varieties and b

blocks, every pair of varieties occurs together ¿w X ̂  0 of the blocks and each

variety appears r times in the design, furthermore for some positive inte-

ger v' with v' ^v

(2) v'r* è (r + W - l))b

holds, then it is a b.i.b. design and v' = v.

Proof. Consider the first v' of the v varieties. Let the ith block

have x< of these v' varieties, i= 1, 2, • • • , b. As before

£ Xi = rv',        £ x\ = rv' + \(v' - l)v'.

So r2v'2^(r+\(v'-l))v'b. By (2) we infer that r2v'= (r+\(v'-l))b.

This implies that all the x<'s are equal; let x, = fe, i= 1, 2, • • • , b.
If possible suppose v'<v. Consider the (i/ + l)th variety. As it

appears with each of the first v' varieties in X of the blocks one ob-

tains easily rk = \v'. Also r2v' = rbk = (r+\(v'—l))b, that is, rk = r

-\-\(v'—T). So we infer that r—X = 0. But this is impossible as r = X

means that all the blocks are identical. Therefore v' =v and each block

contains k of the varieties. Thus the design is a b.i.b. design.

It can be shown by examples that the above theorem becomes false

if we do not demand the appearance of all the varieties a constant

number of times in the design.
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